Distributed learning systems have enabled training large-scale models over large amount of data in significantly shorter time. In this paper, we focus on decentralized distributed deep learning systems and aim to achieve differential privacy with good convergence rate and low communication cost. To achieve this goal, we propose a new learning algorithm LEASGD (Leader-Follower Elastic Averaging Stochastic Gradient Descent), which is driven by a novel Leader-Follower topology and a differential privacy model. We provide a theoretical analysis of the convergence rate and the trade-off between the performance and privacy in the private setting. The experimental results show that LEASGD outperforms state-of-the-art decentralized learning algorithm DPSGD by achieving steadily lower loss within the same iterations and by reducing the communication cost by 30%. In addition, LEASGD spends less differential privacy budget and has higher final accuracy result than DPSGD under private setting.
Introduction
With data explosion and ever-deeper neural network structures, distributed learning systems play an increasingly important role in training large-scale models with big training data sources [1] [2] [3] . Most distributed learning systems have centralized parameter server(s) to maintain a single global copy of the model and coordinate information among workers/clients. However, such system topology is vulnerable to privacy leakage because once the central server(s) is eavesdropped, information of the entire system can be exposed [4] . Decentralized distributed learning systems are potentially more robust to the privacy as critical information such as training data, model weights, and the states of all workers can no longer be observed or controlled through a single point of the system [5] .
However, decentralized systems usually perform worse in convergence rate and are known to have higher communication cost. In addition, most of the decentralized systems do not provide guarantees on differential privacy [6, 7] . Some recent works are proposed to solve the above problems. For example, D-PSGD [6] focuses on improving communication efficiency and convergence rate of decentralized learning systems, but it is not differentially private. Bellet et al. considers both decentralized design and differential privacy in their recent work [5] . However, it is based on a simple linear classification task, not a good representation of the modern neural networks, which have much more complex and deeper structures. Inspired by the above work, we aim at developing a generalized decentralized learning approach that has better applicability and can achieve differential privacy with good convergence rate and low communication cost.
To this end, we propose LEASGD (Leader-Follower Elastic Averaging Stochastic Gradient Descent) that provides differential privacy with improved convergence rate and communication efficiency. To improve both the communication and training efficiency while also facilitate differential privacy, we first design a novel communication protocol that is driven by a dynamic leader-follower approach. The parameters are only transferred between the leader-follower pair, which significantly reduces the overall communication cost. LEASGD adopts the insight of the Elastic Averaging Stochastic Gradient Descent (EASGD) [8] by exerting the elastic force between the leader and follower at each update. Inspired by [9] , we use momentum account to quantize the privacy budget which provides a tighter bound of privacy budget than the classical Strong Composition Theorem [10] . In addition, the convergence rate of LEASGD is mathematically proved.
We evaluate LEASGD against the state-of-the-art approach D-PSGD [6] on three main aspects: the convergence rate, the communication cost, and the privacy level. The theoretical analysis shows LEASGD converge faster than D-PSGD. Our real testbed experiments show LEASGD achieves higher accuracy than D-PSGD in the non-private setting with the same communication cost and under the private setting with less privacy budget.
Leader-Follower Elastic Averaging Stochastic Gradient Descent
Algorithm and Privacy-preserving Scheme
Problem Setting
We assume there are m workers each with a set of local data S i and i ∈ {1, 2......m}, which can only be accessed locally by worker i. Along the training process, each worker i computes a parameter vector w After learning from the data, each worker has two ways to contribute to the global learning progress: 1) Update its model parameters by local gradient descent; 2) Communicate with other workers to update each other's model parameters. We define a communication interval τ to represent how many iterations between each update in our learning algorithm. When the training process is done, each worker has its own variation of the same model (i.e., performing the same task but with different trained model parameters w i ). Given each worker has its own local version of the model, it is necessity to assemble all local models unbiasedly by averaging the loss function. We formulate it as an optimization problem as follows:
where T presents the predefined number of iterations in τ .
Decentralized Leader-Follower Topology
To support the decentralized design, we categorize all workers into two worker pools: leader pool with workers of lower loss function values and follower pool with workers of higher loss function values, see Figure 1 (a). The leader pools are always larger than the follower to guarantee the sufficient pull power. The core idea is to let leaders to pull follower so that better performing workers (leaders) can guide the followers in the right direction to improve the learning. Specifically, we use an elastic updating rule to regulate the learning updates in each leader-follower pair as follows:
We use i to denote a leader; f is a follower; k is the categorization interval; ρ is elastic factor; g is gradient; and η is learning rate. Given learning is a dynamic process, the two worker pools are dynamically updated based on the learning progress. The pools are recategorized each kτ time interval. This protocol enables the convergence rate of our algorithm to have a limited upper bound. To avoid over-fitting to one worker's model during the training process, we add the L2-normalization on the training loss function. We also randomly pair the leaders and followers after each learning update to avoid one follower's model having excessive influence on others. This randomization mechanism also benefits the privacy-preserving as randomized communication can confuse the attacker and make it more difficult to trace the information source. An asynchronous version can be derived by setting the number of wake up iterations for different workers according to a Poisson Stochastic Process with different arrival rate based on local clock time of each worker, see Supplementary for more details.
Privacy-preserving Scheme
The general idea to preserve differential privacy is to add noise on the output of the algorithm and the noise scale is based on the sensitivity of the output function as defined in [11] . Note that for different input data, equation 3 only differs in the gradient g i t part. In other words, the sensitivity of the updating rule of LEASGD is the same as the gradient g i t . Thus we use the similar scheme as the DP-SGD algorithm [9] . To limit the sensitivity of gradient, we clip the gradient into a constant C as g
C ). Then, we add Gaussian noise on the clipped gradient g
By usingg i t to replace g i t in equation 3, we obtain the differential-privacy preserving scheme of LEASGD as:
When we choose the variance of Gaussian noise σ 2 = √ 2ln(1.25/δ) , we ensure that each communication step of LEAGSD is ( , δ)-DP. Using the property of DP-mechanism in [10] , the composition of a series of DP-mechanisms remains DP, which guarantees that for each worker i, its training algorithm M i at each iteration is DP.
Analysis
Convergence Rate Analysis. In this section, we provide a convergence rate analysis for synchronous LEASGD in a strongly-convex case and also compare it with the D-PSGD [6] theoretically.
We define that 
where
This proposition implies that the average gap between all workers and optimum in a subsystem includes three parts, which could also be applied to the whole system. If we simply ignore the influence of the inherent noise on the gradient and extend the t → ∞, we can easily obtain an purely exponential decline of the gap, that is
Note that the shrink factor h is negatively correlated to the p, which implies that, when our system is operating in a strongly convex setting, the larger worker scale can correspondlingly result in a faster convergence rate of the system. The convergence rate of D-PSGD [6] is O(1/[(p + 1)t]) with our denotation in the strongly-convex setting. Compared with our O(h t ) rate, the convergence rate of D-PSGD is relatively slower when we extend the t → ∞. Detailed proof can be found in Supplementary material.
Privacy trade-off analysis. Following the convergence rate analysis above, we obtain the modified convergence rate of d t by adding the extra noise. We assume the DP noise is independent of the inherent noise. Thus, the variance of the composed noise is the sum of the two independent noise variances and it satisfies σ 2 < σ when t → ∞. Note that this trade-off remains the same when p grows. It implies our algorithm has a stable scalability when applied in the private setting.
Experimental Evaluation
We perform experimental evaluation using a 3-layer Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) and 3-layer CNN with MNIST and CIFAR-10, respectively, running on a cluster of 15 servers each equipped with 4 NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPUs and the servers are connected with 100Gb/s Intel Omni-Path fabric.
Non-private setting comparison. To quantitatively evaluate the communication cost, we track the average training loss of all workers by comparing between the proposed LEASGD and D-PSGD in terms of the number of iterations and transmitted vectors, see Figure 2 . Theoretically, in each iteration, LEASGD has less transmitted vectors than D-PSGD. Figure 2(a) shows that LEASGD converges faster than D-PSGD at the beginning of the training process and also achieves a lower loss function at the end. Differential private comparison. In the private setting, we use the momentum account to compute the totally spent and the adding noise scales are the same for two algorithms. As shown in Table 1 , LEASGD achieves better accuracy with less than D-PSGD. More importantly, the final accuracy of our algorithm does not vary greatly when the worker scale m increases. We believe this result benefits from two attributes of LEASGD: 1) the DP noise helps improve the accuracy by encouraging space exploration and helping workers trapped in local optimum to get out [12] ; 2) the great scalability that prevents DP noise from accumulating when the worker scale expands. 
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